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INTRODUCTION

The University of Plymouth and its
recognised catering provider and
subsidiary, University Commercial Service
Plymouth Limited (UCSP Ltd) are committed
to achieving the University’s overarching
mission of ‘advancing knowledge,
transforming lives’. Within this context is
the drive to understand sustainability as an
embedded principle across the University,
including environmental performance
and global contribution, underpinned by
the University’s declaration of a climate
emergency and commitment to net zero
carbon (scope 1 & 2 emissions) by 2025.
The University and UCSP Ltd are proud to support a
sustainable food agenda. We believe that understanding
and managing the impact that our actions have on
people and the environment, both locally and globally
is an essential part of being a socially responsible and
transparent institution and business. This Sustainable
Food Plan aligns with government guidelines for healthy
and sustainable eating as detailed by the Good Food
Guide, and supports a number of key measures outlined
in Part One of the National Food Strategy, notably around
access to and procurement of good food.

This plan also supports the University of Plymouth
Compass Charter and UCSP Ltd working with the School
of Health Professions to provide opportunity for students
to practise and develop their sustainable awareness
in the food sector through case study and dissertation
projects, empowering them to make a difference on
campus.
We seek to source local, ethical and seasonal produce
for our campus cafés and hospitality catering, working
with local suppliers wherever possible. We do not
believe that Fairtrade and local drivers are incompatible
and we aspire to find a sustainable balance between
the two in our food provision. We want to improve the
access to healthy, sustainable and good value food for
our staff, students and the local community.
We were one of the first universities to be accredited
with the Sustainable Restaurant Association Standard
in 2014, achieving the top 3-star rating with a score of
72%. This has then been followed up with consecutive
3-star ratings in successive years, culminating in a
score of 79% in 2019, showing the commitment toward
sustainable food goals. Despite the successes outlined,
the University and UCSP Ltd continuously strive to make
improvements to match advancing knowledge and
research in sustainability.
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PURPOSE
The purpose of this Sustainable Food Plan is
to deliver the following:
• Transform and make a positive difference
to people’s lives in a global context
through the food we purchase.
•

Support the University’s goal to be net
zero carbon (in scope 1 & 2 emissions) by
2025 by reducing the carbon emissions
associated with food and drink through
supporting sustainable agriculture and
land use by focusing on seasonal and
local sourcing, reducing food imports,
reducing the portions of meat and dairy
and increasing vegetarian and vegan
options.

•

Contribute towards the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals,
specifically ‘Responsible Consumption
and Production’ and ‘Climate Action’
goals with current targets considering
‘Life Below Water’ and ‘Life on Land’.

•

Maintain 3-star standard with the
Sustainable Restaurant Association.

•

Maintain compliance with ISO 14001:2015
and ensure continual improvement.

BOUNDARY
This policy covers the University food and
drink outlets, it's hospitality business, as
well as the food and drink provided in the
University nursery ‘Freshlings’.
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LINKS WITH OTHER UNIVERSITY
STRATEGIES
Responsibility of this plan rests with UCSP Ltd, reporting to the UCSP Board.
The Sustainable Food Plan directly supports the
University’s ‘Strategy 2030: a future of excellence’,
particularly in addressing the ambition to achieve
resilience, sustainability and effectiveness.

Other relevant plans and strategies for sustainability
include:
• Carbon Management Plan
• Energy and Water Policy
• Estate and Facilities Campus Strategies
• Transport and Travel
• Environmental Policy
• Biodiversity Plan
• University of Plymouth Compass Charter

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Responsibility of this plan rests with UCSP Ltd, reporting to the UCSP Board.
UCSP Board

UCSP Business Support Manager

Sets overall sustainable food policy and ensures that
necessary resources are available, and objectives
are considered during board considerations and
included into UCSP planning. Regularly reviews
performance against the plan.

Responsible for the plan, including updating and
sharing KPIs. Informs Operations Director and
Environment and Sustainability Manager of any
communication requirements or concerns.

UCSP Operations Director
Designated as the UCSP representative who
has responsibility for ensuring that the plan is
implemented and maintained. Overall accountability
for the plan, responsible for delivering wider
communication and engagement to the organisation.

Head of Sustainability
Designated management representative for
sustainability, chairing the UCSP Sustainable
Food Group, ensuring the plan is implemented
and maintained, and supporting with advice
on sustainability. Reports into wider University
committees for sustainability on performance against
the plan.

UCSP Hospitality Staff
Adheres to all sustainability policies, implementing
sustainable practices.

UCSP General Manager, Retail Catering
Responsible for any actions assigned, informing
and training wider team ensuring teams carry out
sustainability policies and implement sustainable
practices. Looks for best practice in industry and
feeds into the group.

UCSP Chef
Ensures that all food and produce sourced are
from local designated suppliers, working with
those suppliers to access seasonal and sustainable
items where possible. Responsible for food waste
management, utilising surplus food stuffs for stocks
and soups where possible. Responsible for actions
assigned.

UCSP Retail Staff
Adheres to all sustainability policies, implementing
sustainable practices.
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REPORTING AND
MONITORING
The aims will be achieved through the Sustainable
Food Action plan, against which Key Performance
Indicators will be set to measure performance on an
annual basis. These KPI's will be reported to the UCSP
Board.

OBJECTIVES
Sourcing
1.

Celebrate local and seasonal produce to support
local businesses and reduce the environmental
impacts and carbon emissions associated with
transportation of food.

2.

Serve more vegetables, higher welfare meat,
fish and dairy products to support higher
quality farming and reduce the impact on the
environment.

3.

Support global farmers; source ethically and
sustainably as standard whilst maintaining
accreditation standards for imported products
that cannot be produced in the UK.

Society
4.

Support the community, students and staff with
sustainability awareness and fair treatment.

5.

Improve the availability of affordable, healthy
and sustainable food in our food outlets and
hospitality.

Environment
6.

Value natural resources.

7.

Reduce food waste and packaging waste
associated with catering and increase
composting and recycling.
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KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
•

Maintain 3-star Sustainable Restaurant
Association standard.

•

Maintain local sourcing in excess of 48%
from Devon and Cornwall, and 60% from
the South West including Bristol.

•

Maintain sustainable and ethical
accreditations for products and minimise
the use of unsustainable products.

•

Reduce food waste to below the 2016–17
benchmark of 18 tonnes per annum and
reduce the use of disposal packaging
(target to be set).
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ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE
SOURCING
Achievements

Date completed

48% of produce is sourced from Devon and Cornwall, and 60% sourced from the South West (including Bristol)

August 2019

All meat is British and Red Tractor assured, with the majority being sourced from the South West (including halal)

2017

All eggs are free range

2017

All milk is from a local Cornish dairy farm

2019

90% of fish served in our campus cafés and restaurants is landed in Plymouth ports

August 2019

We serve lesser known fish, and varieties of the big five to reduce overfishing on any one species and never serve
fish identified as threatened by the Marine Conservation Society (MSC). All fish served is either MSC certified or from
Responsible Fishing Scheme boats

August 2019

We serve triple certified, Fairtrade, Rainforest Alliance and organic coffee in campus cafés (excludes branded outlets
such as Starbucks)

2016

All our tea, coffee, sugar, hot chocolate and bananas are Fairtrade

2014

We use organic vegetables in our wholly vegetarian and vegan café – The Reservoir Café

2018

We ensure that sustainability is in all food tender specifications including locality and freshness of produce,
traceability and provenance. Minimum of 30% weighting in any tender documents

2019

We work with Tamar Valley Food Hub to make local produce more easily accessible to students and the public

2020

Our seasonal fruit and veg suppliers are based in Saltash and source from the South West

2010

SOCIETY
Achievements

Date completed

The Reservoir Café is accredited with the Vegetarian Society and has been for the last three years

2017

All cafés and restaurants on the main campus and John Bull Building are now ISO 14001 accredited

2019

All cafés and restaurants provide vegetarian and vegan options and all daily specials have a vegetarian alternative

2017

Food options to suit many dietary needs are provided in every café and restaurant; vegetarian, vegan, gluten free etc

2019

In all our cafés and restaurants, a dairy free milk alternative (such as oat milk) is always available

2018

Organised charity donations of food, clothing and essential items to give to local charities Trevi House and Shekinah
Mission

December 2019

Top 3-star standard from the Sustainable Restaurant Association renewed again in 2019 with a score of 79% and we
were named as one of the top 20 sustainable businesses (we have maintained this top 3-star rating since 2014).

2014

ENVIRONMENT
Achievements

Date completed

Implementation of a 20p discount for customers who bring their own reusable cup, thus reducing the number of
disposable cups sold

Started January
2018

The removal of all plastic bottles from our Hospitality Service, with water provided in glass recyclable bottles instead

2018

All cling film has been removed from our Hospitality Service, with the implementation of washable and reusable trays
and food coverings

2019

No plastic cutlery on site, only wooden or cutlery made from plants are used

2018

All plastic straws in every unit have been replaced with paper straws

2019

Food waste separation, including coffee beans, is sent to Langage Farm for anaerobic digestion

2014

Improve bin signage in front and back of house to encourage recycling

2018

Increased the numbers of water fountains on campus to support the reduction in single use bottled water

2018

Leftover food is used for soups and stocks

2017
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SUSTAINABLE FOOD ACTION PLAN
Objective

Action

Related goal

Contribution
Owner
to Sustainable
Development
Goals

Target date
by

Celebrate local and
seasonal produce to support
local businesses and
reduce the environmental
impacts and carbon
emissions associated with
transportation of food

Maintain local sourcing in excess of 48% from
Devon and Cornwall, and 60% from the South
West including Bristol

Sourcing

12, 3

UCSP

2020–25

Benchmark proportion of food that is
imported. With the long-term aim of reducing
the proportion of imported products to below
17% – importing only foods that cannot be
produced in the UK

Sourcing

12

UCSP

2024

Ensure local, seasonal and sustainably sourced Sourcing
food is clearly marketed for customers

12, 3

UCSP, ER

2021

Maintain use of sustainability (and quality)
criteria as a key part of the procurement
specification and selection of food suppliers
for future suppliers (retendered fish, meat and
dairy in 2018–19)

Sourcing

12, 14, 15

UCSP,
2020–25
Procurement

Review free-range standards, options and
pricing, including RSPCA Assured standard,
higher welfare beef (outdoor roaming on a
natural grass diet), higher welfare pork where
reared outdoors for at least 80% of lives

Sourcing

12, 15

UCSP

2022

Review the amount of meat per portion and
continue to reduce (to less than 150g per
serving)

Sourcing

12, 15

UCSP

2020–21

Review locally produced non-dairy milk
alternatives as the market develops

Sourcing

12

UCSP

2020–25

Maintain MSC sourcing for fish and review
MSC chain of custody standard or ASC
certification for the University

Sourcing

14, 12

UCSP

2021

Review options for meat traditionally
Sourcing
considered waste, such as billy goat, rose veal,
or ex-dairy cattle

12, 15

UCSP

2021–25

Benchmark the percentage of fruit and
vegetables purchased that are farmed to LEAF
or organic standards and review future targets

Sourcing

12, 3

UCSP

2022

Review the content of palm oil in all bought
in products and create a matrix detailing all
products. Review whether the palm oil is from
sustainable sources and whether there is a
non-palm oil alternative

Sourcing

12

UCSP, E&F

2021

Commit to a Palm Oil statement with the
Sourcing
University, including reviewing the suitability of
RSPO certified products and connection with
charities such as the Sumatran Orang-utan
Society

12, 13

UCSP, E&F,
School
of Health
Professions

2022

Review responsibly sourced soya options
beyond soya milk (soya milk purchased from
sustainable source)

12

UCSP, E&F

2021

Enable and empower students to contribute
Society
to a more sustainable future through providing
opportunities to develop and practise
sustainability awareness through dissertations
and student projects using USCP data and
case studies

3, 12

School
of Health
Professions

2020–25

Donate near date food to local charities to
support access to healthy food

2, 3

UCSP, SU

2020–25

Serve more vegetables,
higher welfare meat, fish
and dairy products to
support higher quality
farming and reduced impact
on the environment

Supporting global
farmers, sourcing ethically
and sustainability as
standard and maintaining
accreditation standards
for imported products that
cannot be produced in the
UK

Support the community,
students and staff with
sustainability awareness

Sourcing

Society
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Objective

Action

Related goal

Improve the availability
Increase the use of lean meat and reduce
Society
of affordable, healthy and
portion of high fat meat in dishes
sustainable food in our food
Focus on fresh ingredients to reduce the use of Society
outlets and hospitality
additives and preservatives

Value natural resources

Reduce food waste and
packaging waste associated
with catering and increase
composting and recycling
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Contribution
Owner
to Sustainable
Development
Goals

Target date
by

3, 12, 15

UCSP

2021

3

UCSP

2020–25

Supporting the new Obesity Strategy conduct
audit of salt and sugar content in food and
notify customers of dishes that exceed 1/3
of the recommended daily intake for salt,
saturated fat and sugar

Society

3

UCSP, School 2022
of Health
Professions

Expand provision of local, fresh produce/
groceries for sale on campus to increase
access to healthy, fresh food (currently
through Tamar Grow Local)

Society

3

UCSP

Review energy efficiency of equipment when
selecting new equipment

Environment

12, 9

UCSP, E&F,
As
Procurement opportunity
arises

Support continual improvement in
environmental practice as part of ISO 14001
compliance

Environment

12, 9

UCSP, E&F

Ongoing

Conduct an audit test on Viridor food waste
figures to gain greater understanding of food
waste and reviewing policy on usable vs
unusable food waste

Environment

12

UCSP, E&F,
Viridor

2021–22

Support local businesses that use reusable/
recyclable packaging for their products –
building on the success of Tamar Grow Local’s
new range of sandwiches

Environment

12, 13

UCSP,
2020–25
Procurement

Audit of current suppliers use of packaging,
review where suppliers can reduce plastic

Environment

12

USCP,
2021–23
Procurement

Matrix review of all disposable items found and Environment
used in the campus cafés

12

UCSP

2020–23

Introduce the sale of keep cups in cafés

11, 12

UCSP

2020–21

Review recycling and disposal routes for single Environment
use cups

12

E&F, UCSP

2020–21

Maintain discount on reusable coffee cups and Environment
review options to strengthen this such as an
additional levy and reusable food takeaway
containers

12

UCSP

2021

Reduce the amount of disposable glass bottles Environment
used in hospitality by 80%, by inputting system
for refillable water bottles (business case
approval dependent)

12

UCSP, E&F

2021–23
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Environment

2021

If you have any questions relating to the content of this report,
please get in touch with us.
The University is committed to providing
information in accessible formats.
If you require information from this guide
in an alternative format, please contact:
Tel: +44 1752 600600
Email: sustainability@plymouth.ac.uk

 /sustainabilityplymuni
 /@SustainPlymUni
For more information please go to:
www.plymouth.ac.uk/sustainability

